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ABSTRACT

Event cameras output asynchronous events to represent intensity changes with a high temporal resolution,
even under extreme lighting conditions. Currently, most of the existing works use a single contrast threshold
to estimate the intensity change of all pixels. However, complex circuit bias and manufacturing imperfections
cause biased pixels and mismatch contrast threshold among pixels, which may lead to undesirable outputs.
In this paper, we propose a new event camera model and two calibration approaches which cover event-only
cameras and hybrid image-event cameras. When intensity images are simultaneously provided along with
events, we also propose an efficient online method to calibrate event cameras that adapts to time-varying event
rates. We demonstrate the advantages of our proposed methods compared to the state-of-the-art on several
different event camera datasets.

1 Introduction

An event camera is a bio-inspired silicon retina that can provide high pixel bandwidth, high dynamic range and low latency
measurement of image intensity changes [15, 21]. In contrast to the traditional cameras, which generate intensity images at a
fixed frequency, event cameras are based on the Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS), which allows them to generate asynchronous
events (ON or OFF signals) to represent changes of intensity. These events are generated by pixel-level brightness changes,
which contain timestamps at microsecond resolution with a High Dynamic Range (HDR) [27, 31]. The Dynamic and active
pixel vision sensor (DAVIS) incorporates the DVS and a synchronous frame-based active pixel sensor (APS) [3], which also
generates intensity images simultaneously. Another higher resolution (480× 360) event camera that can provide both grayscale
intensity image along with events is the HVGA ATIS sensor [16].

Due to the properties of an event camera, it is particularly suitable for applications where fast robotic vision is required. For
example, an event camera was used in simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [7, 11, 12, 28], feature detection [27, 24],
feature tracking [9, 1], visual odometry [17, 13], optical flow [2], and image reconstruction [20, 19, 24].

In DVS, contrast threshold defines the logarithmic intensity change that will trigger an event. It is commonly assumed that the
contrast threshold is a constant (typically 10%) for all pixels [24, 22, 11, 12]. However, due to a number of factors like event
generation speed, intensity change, circuit noise, and manufacturing imperfections, the actual contrast threshold at each pixel
may be different from the desired contrast threshold. In addition, undesirable junction leakage in the differencing amplifier and
biased circuit cause noisy background positive events that are not correlated to the actual visual input [13, 30, 5].
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As previously reported, the effective contrast threshold can vary between 10-15% [25, 15, 3, 14]. Algorithms that correctly
model the variability of the inter-pixel contrast threshold and bias can achieve an improvement in the accuracy of their output.

This paper presents novel calibration methods to correctly recover the different per-pixel contrast threshold for an event camera.
The contribution of this paper are:

• Analyse the source of contrast threshold variation at circuit level and introduce four types of pixels based on their
different behaviours compared to the commonly used model.

• Introduce a new event generation model that can represent inter-pixel biases and contrast thresholds.
• Propose both online and offline linear regression methods for event-only cameras (e.g., DVS128 cameras [15], DVS-

Gen2 cameras [26]) and event cameras with intensity images (e.g., DAVIS and HVGA ATIS sensor).

The rest of this paper is organised as follow: we briefly introduce the prior works on estimating the contrast threshold in Section
2. In Section 3, we describe the traditional event generation model and our new model. We also propose four types of special
pixels in this section. Section 4 describes our proposed methods. Then, Section 5 shows intensity image reconstruction results to
verify our online and offline calibration methods. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

In the early design of event-based camera software jAER, a filter was implemented to remove the background noisy positive
events caused by transistor junction leakage or noise [8]. For each pixel, if no event happens at the neighbouring patch recently,
the event that is detected at the pixel is potentially noise that does not correlated to actual intensity changes. The filter directly
removes all isolated events without the support of their 8 neighbouring pixels within the previous period T , which largely
removes the background noisy events [8]. The DAVIS camera and related software we used in our experiments have already
suppressed the noise discussed in the paper, however, it still leaves distinct pixels that require special attention.

Some researchers worked on improving the quality of the output of event cameras by increasing the threshold sensitivity, which
would increase the intensity resolution and alleviate the quantization effects in fine texture reconstruction and recognition
[5, 30, 25, 19]. For example, Serrano et al. increased the threshold sensitivity from 10% to 1.5% by designing a novel
transimpedance pre-amplification [25]. Yang et al. also proposed an in-pixel asynchronous delta modulator (ADM) to replace
the self-timed reset (STR) in event cameras, which increases the threshold sensitivity to 1%. However, these designs still cannot
solve the problem of threshold mismatch and bias [30]. Recently, Pan et al. obtained sharper reconstruction images by combining
motion blurred intensity image and events. Their work computed an optimal (single) contrast threshold across every pixel with
an energy function minimization method.

Our work is most related to [5], because they accounted for the variance of contrast threshold between pixels. To improve the
real-time video decompression performance, Brandli et al. estimated the unbalanced ON and OFF threshold and the mismatched
threshold for each pixel by computing the direct integration error of events between two intensity image frames. The algorithm
avoids cumulating the threshold error by continuously resetting ON and OFF threshold values for each pixel. However, the
method still has drawbacks: 1) The model lacks theoretical justification, 2) The method heavily relies on intensity images.
Therefore the method cannot calibrate event cameras which can only generate events (e.g., DVS128 cameras [15], DVS-Gen2
cameras [26]).

3 Problem Formulation

3.1 Event Generation Model and Notation

Consider a continuous image intensity function

I : N2 × R→ R+

(x, y), t 7→ I((x, y), t),
(1)

where the inputs (x, y) are some pixel coordinates, and t is the time of measurement. Define the continuous log image intensity
function as L := log ◦I . Events are modelled as epi at given pixel coordinates p = (px,py)T consisting of a timestamp tpi and a
polarity σp

i such that
epi = (tpi , σ

p
i ). (2)

The polarity σp
i of an event epi is either +1 or −1, and we model the triggering of an event by

σp
i =

{
+1, ∆Lp(tpi ) ≥ cp(tpi ) + bp(tpi ),

−1, ∆Lp(tpi ) ≤ −cp(tpi ) + bp(tpi ),
(3)
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Figure 1: Event Generation Model. The classical model was used in [10, 27, 24].

where cp is the (time-varying) pixel-wise threshold value, bp is the (time-varying) pixel-wise bias value, and ∆L(tpi ) is defined
by

∆Lp(tpi ) = Lp(tpi )− Lp(tpi−1). (4)

Equation (2) shows the proposed model for discrete time event signals, which allows for different biases and threshold values to
apply to each pixel. A new event epi = (tpi , σ

p
i ) with positive polarity (σp

i = +1) is triggered when the log intensity changes
∆Lp(tpi ) is larger than the biased contrast threshold at timestamp ti, and vice versa.

3.2 Special Pixels

Most of the previous works model the contrast threshold as being consistent across all pixels in the event camera and ignore
biased pixels altogether [24, 22, 11, 12]. This can be seen as a special case of our more general model in (5) and can be written as

σp
i =

{
+1, ∆Lp(tpi ) ≥ c,
−1, ∆Lp(tpi ) ≤ −c, (5)

where ∆Lp(tpi ) is defined as in (4).

If we ignore the mismatch in contrast threshold and the circuit bias, the classical model of event generation in Figure 1 will
generate four types of special pixels, which will affect the performance of image reconstruction and video compression [6, 23, 5],
event-based feature tracking [13, 1]. Special pixels are shown in Figure 2.

• Hot Pixels are pixels that have lower threshold values than the assumed value. This means that both positive and
negative events are generated more often than expected.

• Cold Pixels are pixels that have higher threshold values than the assumed value. This means that both positive and
negative events are generated less often than expected.

• Warm Pixels are pixels that have negative bias values. This means positive events are triggered more often, and negative
events are triggered less often than expected.

• Cool Pixels are pixels that have positive bias values. This means negative events are triggered more often, and positive
events are triggered less often than expected.

3
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Figure 2: Four Types of Special Pixels

4 Proposed Methods

4.1 Offline Calibration: Hybrid Case (Event + Intensity)

Because each event could cause reset bias in the reference log intensity level [30], the direct integration with constant contrast
threshold as in (5) cannot perfectly represent the actual intensity change. For DAVIS event cameras, which also produce intensity
images as well as event data, we introduce a calibration method that uses both data sources.

Since the biased event-based sensor DVS does not affect the APS circuit which generates intensity images, the corresponding
intensity images provide reliable and independent intensity references [5]. Therefore for any pixel p, given two log intensity
images Lp(Tk) and Lp(Tk+d) recorded at times Tk and Tk+d respectively, the following approximation holds

∑
tpi ∈(Tk,Tk+d]

[
σp
i |σp

i |
] [cp(tpi )
bp(tpi )

]
= ∆k+d

k Lp, (6)

where ∆k+d
k Lp = Lp(Tk)− Lp(Tk+d).

Since this approximation holds for any choice of k and d, we may stack these equations into the following overdetermined linear
system. For any pixel coordinates p, and any choice of k, d and n,

Ax = z, (7)


∑

tpi ∈(Tk,Tk+d]

[
σp
i |σp

i |
]

...∑
tpi ∈(Tk+(n−1)d,Tk+nd]

[
σp
i |σp

i |
]
[cpbp

]

=


∆k+d

k Lp

.

.
∆k+nd

k+(n−1)dL
p

 ,
(8)

where cp and bp are assumed to be approximately constant (slowly time-varying) over the time period between Tk and Tk+nd.

An ordinary least-squares approach provides a solution to the overdetermined system in (8). In our offline calibration model
OffEI, we estimate bias and contrast threshold for each pixel using raw images from the first frame k to the last frame k + nd of
a dataset. The number of sampling frames d may be adjusted based on the performance of the direct integration.

4
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4.2 Online Calibration: Hybrid Case (Event + Intensity)

The self-timed reset (STR) event encoding mechanism in event cameras generates new events when the amplified change of
log intensity is larger than the threshold of a comparator, which could lose events because of event queueing, comparators
comparison and other factors [4, 15, 30]. [5] also shows that different scenes, lighting conditions and object moving speeds
may lead to different contrast threshold values. Hence, we introduce an online calibration method to compute dynamic bias and
threshold to adjust changing event rate and environment.

Figure 3: Event Buffer Model For Online Calibration Method OnEI. Each buffer contains a pre-set number of events and buffer
length depends on event rate. The figure shows the current large buffer contains enough events and we start updating bp and cp.
We divide the large buffer into many small buffers for each least square equation in (8). Before update, the oldest information
between frame L(Tk) and L(Tk+2) is removed in the large buffer and the buffer size is decreased by 1 frame.

We use a large event buffer and several small event buffers for linear regression in (8). We continuously add new events between
L(Tk+n−1) and L(Tk+n) to the large buffer and increase the buffer length by 1 frame when a new intensity image L(Tk+n)
arrives. When the large buffer contains enough events (i.e., the total number of events in the buffer is larger than a pre-set value),
we remove the events that occurred between the oldest image frames L(Tk) and L(Tk+2) to decrease the buffer length by 1
frame. Then, we divide the large buffer into many small buffers. Each small buffer stores a certain amount of events which
corresponds to a least square equation. We estimate new bp and cp for each pixel using (8). When the large buffer does not
contain sufficient events, we will only add new events in the buffer, but not update bp and cp or remove oldest events. The
time-varying length of two types of event buffer is based on the event rate: shorter buffer for higher event rate and longer buffer
for lower event rate. This is illustrated in Figure 3. We assume the bias and contrast threshold are slowly time-varying. Therefore,
a low-pass filter is implemented to achieve smoother updates.

4.3 Offline Calibration: Event-only Case

We propose a model to estimate contrast threshold cp and bias bp for pure event cameras, e.g., DVS cameras, which can only
produce event streams.

Without the intensity image as a reference input, we rely on assumptions about the scene and the resulting event stream:

• The gradient of the mean value of the cumulative sum of the event polarity over time is zero. That is, the intensity value
at timestamp Tk+d is similar to the intensity value at timestamp Tk.

• The variance of the cumulative sum of the event polarity from its mean value is approximately equivalent across all
pixels. That is, the scene is roughly equally textured, such that the excitation of each pixel is similar.

These assumptions apply for long sequences of data, while observing an equally textured scene.

Bias bp Calibration: Compute bp to remove the non-zero gradient, such that, for any pixel coordinates p,

E
[∑

tpi ∈(Tk,Tk+d]
(cpσp

i + bp)
]

= 0. (9)

5
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Contrast Threshold cp Calibration: Compute cp such that, for any two pixel coordinates p1,p2,

Var
[∑

t
p1
i ∈(Tk,Tk+d]

(
cp1σ

p1
i + bp1

)]
= Var

[∑
t
p2
j ∈(Tk,Tk+d]

(
cp2σ

p2
j + bp2

)]
. (10)

The bias and contrast threshold can be computed in three steps. First, the bias for the pixel p can be estimated from the gradient
of the linear regression line through the plot of

∑
σp
i versus

∑
|σp

i |. That is, a linear regression of the cumulative sum of event
polarities compared to the number of events at a given pixel coordinates p. Let the linear regression line satisfies the equation∑
σp
i = mp(

∑
|σp

i |) + dp. Second, the contrast threshold can be computed by computing the root mean square error rp of∑
σp
i from the linear regressed line. Finally, the bias bp and contrast threshold cp are

cp =
median(rp)

rp
, (11)

bp = −cpmp. (12)

5 Experiments

Dataset

We evaluated the proposed calibration methods on the publicly available event-camera dataset of Dynamic Translation
(indoor environment with moving person, increasing speed, low lighting condition), Office Spiral (6-DOF, slow motion,
low lighting condition) [18]. In addition, we demonstrated the calibration results on our Bright Grass dataset (unstructured
outdoor environment, bright lighting condition), which was recorded using another DAVIS240C event camera in a bright natural
scene with both fast and slow motion. The dataset is available online1.

Implementation Details

For offline model OffEI, we set d = 40 frames in (8) and used the whole sequence of each dataset to estimate bp and cp. For
online model OnEI, experimentally, we found out that when the large buffer contains a maximum of 1,700,000 events and each
small buffer stores a maximum of 200,000 events for least square estimation in (8), our online method performs well for different
datasets. The calibration algorithms were implemented in MATLAB.

Dynamic Translation RMSE PSNR SSIM

DI 34.01 35.13 0.35
OffE 26.11 39.65 0.47
[5] 34.09 35.11 0.43
OffEI 22.99 42.02 0.55
OnEI 26.23 39.68 0.54

Office Spiral RMSE PSNR SSIM

DI 41.45 31.66 0.58
OffE 35.46 34.32 0.71
[5] 32.32 35.96 0.78
OffEI 27.40 38.77 0.85
OnEI 29.79 37.36 0.82

Bright Grass RMSE PSNR SSIM

DI 81.16 20.02 0.36
OffE 64.80 23.89 0.42
[5] 76.43 20.99 0.36
OffEI 61.65 24.73 0.50
OnEI 61.78 24.70 0.50

Table 2: DI is the direct intergration without calibration. OffE and OffEI are two offline methods we proposed, event-only and
event-image calibration. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity
Index (SSIM) [29] are shown. The best resluts in each category are marked in bold.

1github.com/ziweiWWANG/Event-Camera-Calibration
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5.1 Experimental Results

To evaluate our proposed calibration algorithms, we directly integrated events between frame Ik−n and Ik as the estimated inten-
sity image Îk = exp

(
log Ik−n + Σk

i=k−nc(pi)σi + b(pi)
)
. Then, we compared the integration results Îk with the referenced

intensity image Ik, which is produced by a DAVIS240C event camera. Note that in our event-only method OffE, intensity images
Ik−n are not used to estimate bias and contrast threshold. We also compared the OnEI method with the [5] calibration method.
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Figure 4: The Histogram of Estimated Bias bp and Contrast Threshold cp Using Different Datasets. First row: Dynamic
Translation; second row: Office Spiral; third row: Bright Grass.

Exemplary integration results of different methods on three datasets are shown in Figure 5–7. The three datasets are recorded
under different lighting conditions and motions. Because most of the pixels are cool pixel (bp larger than 0), as shown in Figure
4, after direct integration without calibration, the Direct Integrated (DI) images will become darker. The hot pixels (white spots)
are also obvious in DI images. Comparing with direct integration using a constant of 0.1 as the contrast threshold, the effect of
special pixels is significantly reduced after calibration. For example, in Figure 6, the “shadow” left by the previous location of
the keyboard in DI image is mostly removed after calibration. Our intensity image-based method OffEI and OnEI provide the
best calibration results among the four methods presented. For two online methods with intensity images as reference, our online
method OnEI highly reduces the effect of special pixels and noisy background pixels compared to the method in [5], and has
higher similarity with the reference intensity image. A quantitative comparison of four calibration methods is further discussed
in Section 5.2, where we demonstrate the superiority of our calibration methods.

For our offline method OffEI, we also showed the estimated histogram of bias and contrast threshold in Figure 4. Three different
datasets have similar bp and cp distributions. The values of bias bp are relatively small, and for most pixels, they are larger than
0, which are consistent with the effect of positive leakage voltage in amplifier [30]. The estimated contrast threshold values cp
are between 0 to 0.4. For pixels that do not have any triggered event and where the intensity changes between intensity frames
are close to zero during the whole dataset, matrix A is not full rank and most of the values in vector z are close to zero in (7). In
addition, the value of bp and cp will not affect the result of the direct integration in these pixels, we directly assign bp to zero and
cp to 0.1. For example, some pixels on the monitor screen in Office Spiral remain at zero intensity value during the whole
dataset and generate few events (Figure 6). This causes the presence of the two peaks at cp = 0.1 and bp = 0 in the second
row of Figure 4. We also found that the contrast threshold values are not always close to the commonly used value of 0.1 in
Figure 4. This is likely due to the different camera sensitivity settings used in the three datasets. In a darker environment, a lower
sensitivity is usually chosen to keep the events generated at a desired rate.

7
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(a) Raw Image (b) DI (c) OffE (ours)

(d) [5] (e) OnEI (ours) (f) OffEI (ours)

Figure 5: Dynamic Translation Dataset. Raw image shows the frame 366 generated by a standard camera sensor. DI is
the direct integration without calibration. OffE and OffEI are two offline methods we proposed, event-only and event-image
calibration. We mainly compare our online event-image calibration method OnEI with the [5] method. Four calibration methods
integrate events between frame 339-366.

(a) Raw Image (b) DI (c) OffE (ours)

(d) [5] (e) OnEI (ours) (f) OffEI (ours)

Figure 6: Office Spiral Dataset. Raw image shows the frame 101 generated by a standard camera sensor. DI is the direct
intergration without calibration. OffE and OffEI are two offline methods we proposed, event-only and event-image calibration.
We mainly compare our online event-image calibration method OnEI with the [5] calibration method. Four calibration methods
integrate events between frame 83-101.

8
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(a) Raw Image (b) DI (c) OffE (ours)

(d) [5] (e) OnEI (ours) (f) OffEI (ours)

Figure 7: Bright Grass Dataset. Raw image shows the frame 225 generated by a standard camera sensor. DI is the direct
integration without calibration. OffE and OffEI are two offline methods we proposed, event-only and event-image calibration.
We mainly compare our online event-image calibration method OnEI with the [5] calibration method. Four calibration methods
integrate events between frame 217-225.

5.2 Experimental Metrics

With the corrected parameters bp and cp, the direct integrated images should be similar to the corresponding intensity images,
even though the intensity images generated by DAVIS cameras could be blurry in fast-motion. The Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [29] are implemented to evaluate the
calibration performance. We compare the referenced intensity images from DAVIS camera with the calibrated direct integrated
images. Lower RMSE, higher PSNR and SSIM represent higher similarity to the reference image and a better calibration result.

The average metrics over three different datasets are shown in Table 1. Each output images is direct integrated result for around
500,000 new events from the previous output image. Note that the calibration method in [5] and OnEI require time to converge,
so the evaluation does not include the output images in the first 5 seconds. The results are consistent with Figure 5–7. Our
online method OnEI has better calibration performance than the [5] method. In three datasets, the offline model OffEI is slightly
better than the online model OnEI, which is likely due to the bias and contrast threshold being approximately constant for the
datasets we used. Another possible reason is that the scenes in the three datasets are relatively unchanged (people and desk,
office, grass). Therefore, if the environment and motion speed are known prior to an experiment, it is possible to pre-calibrate the
event camera using our offline method. Without intensity images, the performance of our event-only method OffE is worse than
our image-based methods OnEI and OffEI (except RMSE in Dynamic Translation), which is expected. However, it is still
better than the [5] method in Dynamic Translation and Bright Grass.

6 Conclusion

To the best of our knowledge, an event generation model supported by transistor junction leakage bias and contrast threshold
variance has not been previously proposed. We fully take advantage of the low-frequency intensity images provided by DAVIS
event cameras, providing both online and offline calibration methods. We also present an offline regression method to calibrate
pure event cameras. We demonstrate that our calibration methods greatly eliminate the effects of special pixels and better reflect
the actual intensity changes, which will improve the performance of many applications that use event cameras.

9
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